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Exercise 11

There are two roommates, Tom and Jerry, that consume two types of goods: Cookies and Music.

Their utilities are equal to:

UT (cT ,mT ) = cT +mT , and UJ(cJ ,mT ) = cJ–
(mT )
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Each of them is endowed with 30 cookies, and 24 hours.

(1) Find all Pareto efficient allocations.

(2) Suppose Tom has the right to listen to music all day long. Can the two roommates

implement an efficient allocation using transfers?

Exercise 22

Suppose that a honey farm is located next to an apple orchard. Let the amount of apples

produced be measured by A and the amount of honey by H. The cost functions of the two

firms are given by:

CH(H) =
H2

100
, and CA(A) =

A2

100
−H

The market price of honey is pH = 2 and the market price of apples is pA = 3. These prices are

independent of the quantity of apples and honey produced by the firms considered here.

(1) Compute the equilibrium amount of honey and the number of apples produced under

these prices. Calculate the profit of each firm and the sum of the firms’ profits in this

equilibrium.

(2) Suppose that the honey and apple firms merged. What would be the profit-maximizing

amount of apples and honey produced? Calculate the profit of the merged firms. Will
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the merged firm increase or decrease the production of honey compared with the case

where the honey producer is independent?

Exercise 3

On an island there are 2 lakes (x and y) and 20 anglers. Let lx be the number of anglers that

go to lake X and ly be the number of anglers that go to lake Y. On lake X (respectively lake

Y), each angler catches a number of fish equal to 10− lx
2
, (respectively equal to 5).

(1) What will be the total number of fish caught if anglers are free to choose which lake to

go to?

(2) What is the allocation of anglers that maximizes the total number of fish caught?

(3) Say a regulator wants to reach the efficient allocation by means of fishing permits.

A permit has a price in terms of fish. The fish collected with the permit system is

redistributed among anglers. Find a permit price for each lake that ensures that the

allocation of anglers is efficient. Is the vector of “efficient permit prices” unique?


